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Searching Musical Audio Using Symbolic Queries
Iman S. H. Suyoto, Alexandra L. Uitdenbogerd, and Falk Scholer
Abstract—Finding a piece of music based on its content is a
key problem in music information retrieval. For example, a user
may be interested in finding music based on knowledge of only a
small fragment of the overall tune. In this paper, we consider the
searching of musical audio using symbolic queries. We first pro-
pose a relative pitch approach for representing queries and pieces.
Experiments show that this technique, while effective, works
best when the whole tune is used as a query. We then present an
algorithm for matching based on a pitch classes approach, using
the longest common subsequence between a query and target.
Experimental evaluation shows that our technique is highly effec-
tive, with a mean average precision of 0.77 on a collection of 1808
recordings. Significantly, our technique is robust for truncated
queries, being able to maintain effectiveness and to retrieve correct
answers whether the query fragment is taken from the beginning,
middle, or end of a piece. This represents a significant reduction
in the burden placed on users when formulating queries.
Index Terms—Dynamic programming, information search and
retrieval, query formulation, retrieval models, search process,
sound and music computing.
I. INTRODUCTION
THE WAY that users find music has changed considerably inthe last decade, with much music available online. While
music is often located by artist name, song title, or lyrics, there
are many times when users wish to find a particular tune by
content.
In the field of music information retrieval, the desired ob-
jective is the ability to retrieve music from an audio collection
given a query, representing a portion of the music, that is ei-
ther sung, played, or otherwise encoded. To date, most prac-
tical systems that retrieve music given a melody fragment as a
query, are restricted to music collections that are in a symbolic
format such as MIDI. The major difficulty lies in the automatic
transcription of recorded music, due to the complexity of the
audio signal when there is more than one note sounding simul-
taneously, multiple musical instrument timbres, and a complex
acoustic environment.
Monophonic audio can be automatically transformed into a
sequence of symbols more accurately than polyphonic audio.
In the context of singing, about 80% of notes can be accurately
identified [3]. Because of the perplexing factors of timbre (the
sound of the instruments [7, p. 334]) and the acoustic envi-
ronment where the music is performed, automatic polyphonic
audio transcription is harder. Those factors cause harmonics that
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can be erroneously perceived as actual notes. For instance, the
TS-AudioToMidi software package that we use in our work, in
its default configuration, on average mistakenly adds about three
times as many notes to the symbolic representation of a piece
of music than actually exist. Moreover, some actual notes are
missing in the resulting transcriptions.
In this paper, we test the feasibility of finding polyphonic
audio recordings of music given a symbolic representation of
the same work (query by score). There are two tasks presented
here: audio retrieval using its full symbolic equivalent and audio
retrieval using its truncated symbolic equivalent. We investi-
gate a technique that makes use of dynamic programming on
sequences of relative pitches. An example scenario where this
can be useful is when a user has a MIDI file and wishes to ob-
tain a recorded performance of the song. The technique is ex-
plained in Section III. We also propose a new technique based
on score-to-audio alignment that can be used to retrieve an audio
collection using short queries, instead of full scores. This makes
use of dynamic programming on sequences of pitch classes, as
is explained in Section IV. In Section V, we discuss our exper-
imental setup, and the results and discussions are presented in
Section VI. Finally, we present our conclusions and suggestions
for future work in Section VII.
The experimental results show that our techniques are highly
effective for a collection of about 1800 audio pieces, the rank of
most queries is high when given a symbolic query, even when
the query is far shorter than its full version. We have shown that
it is possible to use current transcription technology to retrieve
answers to symbolic queries effectively.
Accompanying materials for this paper can be found at http://
mirt.cs.rmit.edu.au/pubs/sd.
II. RELATED WORK
Out of the two tasks in this work, the full-query task is related
to score-to-audio alignment. While both tasks may share similar
techniques, the objectives of the tasks differ, in spite of the same
interest in matching an audio file with its symbolic equivalent. A
retrieval task such as ours aims to rank correct answers highly.
As such, the ability to separate correct answers from incorrect
ones is crucial. In score-to-audio alignment, success is typically
determined by how many notes are correctly or incorrectly iden-
tified (as shown elsewhere [19], [26], [29], [32]), an aspect that
is not necessarily (or at least, solely) considered for retrieval ef-
fectiveness. As an implication, structural match is also a matter
of concern in score-to-audio alignment, whereas approximate
structural matches are tolerated in a retrieval task.
Previously, Pickens et al. [22] proposed a harmonic mod-
eling approach for matching polyphonic audio queries against a
polyphonic symbolic collection (this is similar to our full-query
task). The queries consisted of human performance recordings
and audio synthesized from MIDI. Their approach achieved
1558-7916/$25.00 © 2008 IEEE
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mean average precision (MAP) of 0.479. We take a different
approach in this work. Here, we match symbolic queries against
an audio collection. Transcription is applied against the files in
our collection, whereas they use transcription for their queries.
Statistical patterns of chords in music were considered in their
matching process, while they are not in ours.
Hu et al. [12] also investigated matching polyphonic audio
queries against a polyphonic symbolic collection using chroma.1
Their collection contained 259 MIDI files and they used 51
audio queries. Both the collection and queries were songs by
the Beatles. The pieces in the collection were synthesized into
audio, from which the chroma were extracted. Their method
achieved mean precision at 1 of 0.49. In our work, pitch classes
are extracted directly from both the queries and the pieces in
the collection (after transcription, which introduces extraneous
notes, see Section III-A). We also use a much bigger collection.
Aligning a polyphonic audio collection with monophonic
symbolic queries has been considered by Shalev-Shwartz et al.
[28] using a probabilistic approach. They used temporal and
spectral features with a collection of 832 one-minute opera
performances with orchestra accompaniment and 50 queries.
This differs from our approach in that we do not truncate any
of the 1808 pieces in our collection.
It has been shown that specific recordings can be retrieved
using a query of the same version but with different audio
quality [39]. Audio signatures are used for this purpose. Cover
or alternate versions of music are not normally found, however.
This technique is implemented in the Shazam system.2 To
match cover versions, other techniques have been proposed.
Some early work explored the use of long-term structure, such
as (musical) dynamics [6] or timbral texture [1], [2]. However,
the scalability of these techniques is still subject to further
research, as the collections used in the experiments contained
less than 100 pieces. Matching MIDI files with monophonic
hummed queries have proven to be more successful [4], [11],
[13], [17], [30]. Song et al. [31] explored retrieval from a poly-
phonic audio collection with hummed queries by extracting
sets of possible notes from the audio. The collection contained
92 melody clips of about 15–20 s long, and there were 176
queries. From ten trials, correct music was retrieved within the
top ten about seven times. The Midomi system3 is designed to
only match human voice to human voice.
Audio-to-audio matching has recently been used for cover
version retrieval. With a collection of just 90 pieces, the cover
version detection approach using chroma suggested by Gómez
and Herrera [8] yielded accuracy of around 50%. Marolt [16] at-
tempted using a combination of melody-based and chroma rep-
resentations on a collection of 1820 pieces with 36 of them used
as the queries. An effectiveness of 27% of hits in the top five re-
turned answers was achieved.
A variation of the longest common subsequence (LCS) al-
gorithm has been attempted, however, for monophonic music
matching [9]. Variations in speed and inaccuracies in rhythm
1The terms “chroma” and “pitch classes” can often be used interchangeably,
e.g., in Müller et al. [18]. Audio signal analysts usually use the former while
music theorists usually use the latter.
2See http://www.shazam.com.
3See http://www.midomi.com.
Fig. 1. First two bars of BWV 1007 Prelude. This piece is composed in G
major. However, in this figure, it is transposed down by one semitone to match
the transcription (see Fig. 2) of a performance using the Baroque tuning (A =
415 Hz).
were simulated, and the LCS algorithm was modified to handle
such problems. The best technique obtained almost 90% of cor-
rect answers ranked in the top five. However, our results show
that the LCS algorithm does not need to be modified for the ef-
fectiveness of our tasks.
Matching polyphonic symbolic queries with a polyphonic
symbolic collection can be considered mostly solved [21],
[23], [35], [37]. However, our current work shows that a tech-
nique that works effectively for matching polyphonic symbolic
queries with polyphonic symbolic collections does not perform
as effectively for polyphonic audio collections. We show this
problem in this paper and also devise an alternative approach
that works effectively.
III. RELATIVE PITCH APPROACH
In Section II, we surveyed successful research in polyphonic
symbolic retrieval using polyphonic symbolic queries. Relative
pitch representation has been shown to work very well for this
task [37]. This section discusses our approach, which is adjusted
for the task of retrieving polyphonic audio using its symbolic
equivalent.
The matching process is composed of five stages: transcrip-
tion (of audio to symbolic data), noise removal, bass-part extrac-
tion, standardization, and alignment. These are discussed below.
A. Transcription
In the transcription stage, the audio files in the collection are
transcribed so that symbolic data are obtained. The transcriber
we use is TS-AudioToMidi 3.30.4 The transcription results are
saved in the Standard MIDI file format.5
Current transcription technology still produces musical sym-
bols with much noise in the form of extraneous notes, partic-
ularly when the audio consists of more than one timbre and is
polyphonic. As an example, one of the tracks in our collection
is J. S. Bach’s BWV 1007 Prelude performed by Carrai. The
first two bars of the track are shown in Fig. 1. The transcription
result is shown in Fig. 2. It contains many extraneous notes. On
4See http://audioto.com/eng/aud2midi.htm.
5See http://www.midi.org/about-midi/abtmidi2.shtml.
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Fig. 2. First few notes of the transcription result of BWV 1007 Prelude per-
formance by Carrai that corresponds to the first two bars of the score shown in
Fig. 1.
Fig. 3. Pitch distribution of the transcription result of J. S. Bach’s BWV 1007
Prelude performed by Carrai. G#3 is the median. Only notes with MIDI veloc-
ities of equal to or greater than V are included.
average, for one actual note, about three notes are produced in
the transcription.
B. Noise Removal
As mentioned previously, current transcription technology
leaves much noise in its symbolic output. Therefore, we need
a noise removal procedure to help us generate a retrievable
sequence.
We use a noise removal heuristic that depends on the statistics
of a tune, particularly that of pitch. The result of this process is
not intended for listening purposes but for producing “clean”
symbolic sequences that can be used for retrieval.
The first step in filtering a tune is removing notes that are per-
ceived as “too soft.” A softness threshold , where is a valid
MIDI velocity value, is used here. Any notes softer than are
discarded. The next step is building a histogram of pitches. As
an example, the histogram showing the number of soundings
of pitches in the transcription result of J. S. Bach’s BWV 1007
Prelude performed by Carrai (excerpt shown in Fig. 2) is plotted
in Fig. 3. By building a histogram, the pitch median can be de-
termined. Let us call the pitch median . For each pitch , if
, it is removed. The filtered result is shown in Fig. 4.
This heuristic was developed through observation of typical
transcription results. Harmonics due to instrument timbre and
6Research on this area is active, as described elsewhere [5], [14], [15], [20],
[24], [25].
Fig. 4. Filtered result of BWV 1007 Prelude performance by Carrai. Note that
although as shown in Fig. 2 the first note is an F#3, it does not appear here
because it is softer than V .
Fig. 5. Bass-line extraction result of the tune shown in Fig. 4.
reverberation effects tend to lead to additional notes being tran-
scribed along with the actual melody pitch. The problem of
finding melody lines is still only partially solved.6
C. Bass-Part Extraction
From every transcribed tune, a monophonic sequence that
represents the tune is extracted. Uitdenbogerd and Zobel [37]
show that the ALL-MONO algorithm is the most effective melody
extraction technique for retrieval purposes. When there is a note
or a chord starting to sound, the note having the highest pitch
becomes “the melody note.” If there is a note of length
sounding at time and another note sounding at so that
, then will become . In
other words, note overlaps are removed. For our experiments,
we modify the ALL-MONO algorithm so that instead of taking
the highest pitch (which works well for melody extraction), we
take the lowest pitch as we intend to extract the bass part. In
Algorithm 1 we show the bass-part extraction algorithm we use
(note duration information however is not extracted, as this is
not used in post-extraction stages). This process is applied to
tunes in the collection and also the query tune. The bass part
extracted from Fig. 4 is the sequence of notes shown in Fig. 5.
Note that duration information is not extracted in this step. Con-
sequently, rhythmic patterns have also been removed.
Algorithm 1 Bass-part extraction algorithm. A note is
expressed as a tuple where is the pitch and is
the onset time. The base index is 0. is the sequence of the
representative bass part. “ ” is the relational operator for
projecting the attribute.
Require: array of notes
Sort by ascending onset time as the first sort key and
descending pitch as the second sort key.
[Start taking the lowest note at any onset time.]
for do
if then
Append to .
end if
end for
Append to .
[End.]
return .
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The rationale of modifying the ALL-MONO algorithm is that
high pitches are not sufficiently reliable since most extraneous
notes are high in pitch. Also, in classical music (particularly
from older periods such as Baroque), the lower pitches are quite
melodic, for example, J. S. Bach’s Inventions (Baroque period),
Mozart’s piano sonatas (Classical period), and Chopin’s fan-
tasies (Romantic period), compared to three-chord blues tunes,
where the chord sequence (and thus the bass line) follows a
common pattern.
D. Standardization
Once a monophonic “melody” has been acquired, we can gen-
erate a string that represents it. The idea is to match the string
that represents the query tune with the sequences that represent
the tunes in the collection. To facilitate ranking, there must be
a measure that reflects how similar two matched strings are to
each other. This is achieved using the score returned by an ap-
proximate matching function.
A standardization that has been shown to work well is the
directed modulo-12 standardization. In this standardization, a
note is represented as a value which is the interval between
the current note and its previous note, scaled to a maximum of
12 semitones (one octave) [33], [36]
(1)
where is the interval between a note and its previous note
(absolute value) and is if the previous note is lower than
the current note, if higher, and 0 if otherwise. Using the
directed modulo-12 standardization, the melody shown in Fig. 5
is represented as .
The clear advantage of using this standardization is trans-
position-invariance. For example, the melodies C4-E4-G4 and
G3-B3-D4 match perfectly, as both are represented as .
E. Alignment
For the alignment phase of our approach, we apply dynamic
programming to the pitch sequences, a technique that has been
previously applied to symbolic music matching [4], [33], [37]
as well as audio [1], [6]. To investigate the ability of manually
constructed symbolic sequences being matched with transcrip-
tion-of-audio sequences, we use global alignment with custom
operation weights, which calculates the number of edit opera-
tions (namely match, mismatch, and insertion/deletion) to trans-
form one string to another [10, p. 216–217, 224]. The query
and the target tune(s) are complete albeit different renditions
of the same tune. However, we also inspect the possibility of
using local alignment, which discovers similar regions between
two strings [10, p. 230–223] to find out whether it is possible
to issue a query in the form of a short piece of the target tune.
We use both algorithms in our experiment (see Section V) with
sequences of directed modulo-12 representation [see (1)] of the
tunes as the strings.
IV. PITCH CLASSES APPROACH
We conducted preliminary experiments with the relative pitch
approach suggested in Section III. While some queries success-
Fig. 6. Melody from “When the Sun Sets II” by ade ishs. Using pitch classes,
it is represented as “A E D F A G F B[.”
Fig. 7. Chords from “Jakarta at Night I” by ade ishs. Using pitch classes and
“flattening,” it is represented as “A C E G A B D G.”
fully retrieved correct answers in the first rank position, we felt
that the results still needed much improvement (the results are
presented in Section VI).
Our previous work [34] has shown that it is possible to effec-
tively retrieve audio files using their symbolic equivalent when
the notes in both the transcribed audio and symbolic sequences
are represented as pitch classes. The similarity measurement
was the LCS score, which is the count of symbols common in
two strings based on the sequence of their occurrences (sym-
bols are not necessarily adjacent) [10, p. 227–228], normalized
by the square of the natural logarithm of the answer. Using the
same collection and query set as we use here, a MAP value of
0.826 was achieved. In this paper, we focus on retrieval using
truncated queries.
The matching process is composed of three stages: tran-
scription, standardization, and alignment. The transcription
stage here is the same as the transcription stage explained
in Section III-A, so we only discuss the standardization and
alignment stages in the following subsections.
A. Standardization
The previous transcription stage produces MIDI files. These
are now converted into strings of pitch classes for approximate
matching, i.e., a pitch is represented as its pitch name without
the octave. Rest notes are discarded. For example, the melody
shown in Fig. 6 is represented as “A E D F A G F B .”
A chord is “flattened” so that it becomes an arpeggio. This is
done by ordering the notes in the chord from the lowest actual
pitch to the highest. For example, the score in Fig. 7, is repre-
sented as “A C E G A B D G.”
An implication of using pitch classes to represent the notes
is that the representation lacks transposition-invariance. This
forces the alignment process to transpose queries to every pos-
sible key. We explain this in greater detail in Section IV-B. Al-
though this is less efficient than the relative pitch approach dis-
cussed in Section III, we shall see in Section VI that much higher
retrieval effectiveness is gained.
B. Alignment
Like the alignment stage described in Section III-E, the align-
ment stage here also applies dynamic programming. However,
we additionally make use of a sliding window technique here.
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The current task is designed to solve the problem when a
user’s query is only a short part of a song. We have previ-
ously experimented with the approach used to effectively re-
trieve audio using its full symbolic equivalent [34]. However,
this was shown to be ineffective when the queries are much
shorter than the target piece, as the previous approach made the
assumption that the length of the target pieces is somewhat pro-
portional to the query length. Therefore, a sliding window tech-
nique is more appropriate.
Our method makes use of a window size parameter . If is
the query, we define a window size function
(2)
and is the actual window size itself. Matching starts from
the beginning of an answer . We take a substring of : let
. From here, a candidate score is produced by com-
puting the LCS score between and . After that, the window
slides by positions. Now becomes . A new
candidate score is produced by computing the LCS score
between and again. We then compare the two candidate
scores and , and the higher one becomes the new value of .
Again, the window slides by . This process continues while
, where is a nonnegative integer. The query
has to be matched for all possible keys. Therefore, it is trans-
posed up by one semitone, and the above process is repeated for
all keys, resulting in 11 transpositions. Let us define
to be the similarity score between query and answer with
the parameter ; the function is set to the final value of . The
(unoptimized) algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 The algorithm to calculate . is a
function transposing by semitones ( ).
is the LCS score between and . We use 0 as
the base index.
Require: query , answer , parameter
for do
while do
if then
end if
end while
end for
return .
As an example of how to apply Algorithm 2, consider a query
(hence ) and it is to be aligned with the
answer
(hence ). Suppose that we choose , hence
, hence the window size of 9. The
current window is boxed.
The LCS score between and the boxed substring is 1.
This becomes . The window then slides by :
.
The LCS score between and the boxed substring is 0.
The candidate score is now still 1 as . The window then
slides by 2 again:
.
The LCS score between and the boxed substring is
. remains unchanged. Next, the query is transposed by one
semitone, becoming . The window position
is rewound.
.
The LCS score between and the boxed substring
is 3. The candidate score is now 3 as . This is repeated
until is transposed up to 11 times.
V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND EVALUATION METHODOLOGY
As our experimental collection, we use the classical music
collection of Magnatune7 (as af April 28, 2005), stored as MP3
(MPEG Layer 3)8 files. Multiple versions of some pieces exist in
the collection. For example, three different artists perform J. S.
Bach’s Suite I for Cello Solo (BWV 1007). The audio files were
transcribed using TS-AudioToMidi with its default settings. It
failed to process some files. In total, we obtained 1808 transcrip-
tions stored as MIDI files.
We formed our query set by gathering the MIDI versions of
some of the works in the collection. Our sources are the Mutopia
Project,9 Kern Scores,10 and MuseData.11 In total, there are 34
queries, all having relevant answers in the collection. The same
queries are used for all tasks, except we truncated the queries
for the short-query task. Details of the queries are presented in
Table I.
Various instrumentations, including orchestra, are used in the
target pieces. Two out of the 34 queries are completely mono-
phonic, but the compositions are originally also monophonic.
However, since the noisy transcription process produces poly-
phonic transcriptions, even from monophonic pieces (as a real
example, see Figs. 1 and 2), the difficulty of retrieval still holds.
7See http://www.magnatune.com/genres/classical/.
8See http://www.iis.fraunhofer.de/amm/techinf/layer3/.
9See http://www.mutopiaproject.org.
10See http://kern.humdrum.net.
11See http://www.musedata.org.
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TABLE I
QUERIES AND THE NUMBER OF RELEVANT COVERS IN THE COLLECTION (C). (KS: KERN
SCORES, MD-1: MUSEDATA [OPTIMIZED FOR PRINTING], MD-P: MUSEDATA [OPTIMIZED
FOR LISTENING], MP: THE MUTOPIA PROJECT.)
J. S. Bach composed BWV 1007 Menuets as two parts. Our
audio collection contains three covers, with both parts stored
in a single file. Originally, we obtained the symbolic version
from the Mutopia Project with both parts separated. We con-
catenated these to construct a single query. Bach also composed
BWV 1010 Bourrées as two parts. Again, our audio collection
contains three covers, with both parts stored in a single file.
However, we used two queries, each for BWV 1010 Bourrée
I and BWV 1010 Bourrée II. We use these differences to ex-
amine the robustness of our full-query methods in such cases.
BWV 1042 in the collection is polyphonic whereas the queries
(B1042_AD, B1042_AL, and B1042_AA) are monophonic. We
shall see whether our approaches work in this condition.
The queries in the set differ greatly in length. This is visual-
ized in Fig. 8. The average number of symbols across the set is
814.15.
In our experiment with the relative pitch approach
(Section III), we used for filtering12 (see Section III-B).
This was applied to both the tunes in the collection and the
query tunes. We tested four alignment procedures.
• Global alignment on whole tunes and whole queries. We
call this SBDG.
12We have done experiments with a few values and V = 48 came out as the
best. We have tried to inspect whether there is a pattern for a good V in a few
pieces, but have so far not found a method for automatically choosing parameter
values.
Fig. 8. Distribution of pretruncation query lengths. The dashed line indicates
the average.
• Local alignment on whole tunes and whole queries. We call
this SBDL.
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Fig. 9. Mean precision at N (hP i) curves for SBDG, SBDL, SBDL100, and
SBDL50.
• The query tunes were truncated to a maximum of 50 sym-
bols (if is the original query, then is used) and
matched using local alignment. We call this SBDL50.
• The query tunes were truncated to a maximum of 100 sym-
bols (if is the original query, then is used) and
matched using local alignment. We call this SBDL100.
The alignment parameters we use for match, mismatch, and in-
sertion/deletion operations are 10, 1, and 2, respectively (see
Section III-E). This combination of values was determined by
preliminary experiments.
To evaluate the effectiveness of our approaches, we use mea-
sures based on the precision of our retrieval techniques; preci-
sion is defined as the proportion of retrieved documents that are
relevant. Given the nature of the retrieval task considered in this
work—findingmatchingpiecesofmusic in response toaquery—
users are most likely to be interested in matches that occur high
in the ranked list of returned answers. Our analysis therefore fo-
cuses on the precision at a cutoff value , , which measures
the number of relevant answers that have been returned in the first
positions of the ranked list. To give an overall measure of per-
formance, we also report the widely used MAP measure. The
average precision for a single query is the mean precision at
each relevant answer that is found; MAP is then the mean of the
average precision scores over a run of queries [38].
In our analysis, we make use of statistical significance tests
to investigate whether differences in results are caused by true
underlying effects rather than random variation. Unless other-
wise indicated, we use a two-tailed paired -test, which has been
shown to be effective for differentiating between runs in infor-
mation retrieval environments [27].
VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Relative Pitch Approach
The results for our experiments with the methods mentioned
in Section III are shown in Fig. 9. Based on the mean precision
values in the figure, the most effective method is SBDG, followed
TABLE II
MAP VALUES FOR SBDG, SBDL, SBDL100, AND SBDL50.
THE BEST VALUE IS HIGHLIGHTED
by SBDL, both achieving , and then SBDL100 (
), and finally SBDL50 ( ). SBDG seems to be
just marginally more effective than SBDL ( is equal to 0.097
for SBDG and 0.076 for SBDL). Using SBDG, 53% of all queries
successfully retrieved an answer in the top 10, whereas with
SBDL, 47% of all queries successfully retrieved an answer in the
top 10. Using SBDL50, 26% of all queries retrieved an answer
in the top 10, and 32% in the top 20 of returned results, whereas
with SBDL100, 47% of all queries retrieved an answer in the top
10, and 53% in the top 20. The values show that shorter
queries tend to sacrifice effectiveness.
The overall performance of the methods as measured by MAP
is shown in Table II. To find out whether SBDG, the best per-
forming method, is significantly better than SBDL, the second
best method, we conduct a paired -test. The result is that
, meaning that there is no evidence that SBDG is signifi-
cantly better than SBDL. However, using the same test on SBDG
and the other two techniques, it is shown that SBDG is statisti-
cally significantly better ( ).
The retrieval performance for BWV 1007 was among the
best. Using SBDG, all of the queries produced the first correct
answer in the first place, except B1007_M, which produced the
first correct answers at rank 2. All of the queries retrieved at
least two correct answers in the top 10. They also retrieved all
correct answers in the top 20 except B1007_M, which only re-
trieves two of them (at ranks 2 and 3, the other one at rank 35).
Using SBDL, all of the queries produced the first correct answer
at the first place with no exception. Only B1007_S failed to re-
trieve all correct answers in the top 20.
The polyphonic piano pieces BWV 846, BWV 860, and K
545 were also retrieved in the first place using SBDG. The re-
trieval performance SBDL is the same except for B846_F, which
produces the correct answer at rank 3. These good results may
be partly due to the relatively low amount of noise in the tran-
scriptions. The ratio of the number of notes in the transcriptions
to the number of notes in the query is less than 1.3 for those
pieces.
The retrieval performance for BWV 1010 is only good for
B1010_A and B1010_P. For B1010_A, the correct answers were
retrieved at ranks 2, 7, and 93 (using SBDG) and 3, 19, and 29
(using SBDL). For B1010_P, all the three covers were retrieved in
the top 3. For B1010_C and B1010_S, both failed to retrieve an-
swers in the top 20 using any of the methods. B1010_B2 with
SBDL however retrieved a correct answer in the second rank
position.
Retrieval performance was poor for DUF_ACB, JOP_STOPTIME,
B1042_AD, B1042_AL, and B1042_AA using all methods. All of
them could not retrieve a correct answer in the top 90. B1042_AD
could not even retrieve a correct answer in the top 1000. This is
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actually not surprising since the query contains the high pitches
and lacks the “bass part.”
B1011_C performed poorly, but B1011_S retrieved the correct
answer in the first place using all methods.
Referring to BWV 1010 Gigue and BWV 1011 Sarabande,
it should be noted that even though an audio performance is
monophonic, its transcription result is polyphonic (Figs. 1 and
2 serve as an example).
All the mostly or fully polyphonic audio, with the exception
of the piano pieces, were hard to retrieve. Our simple filtering
heuristic still cannot filter out the noise from the transcription
results of these pieces well. However, where actual notes and
extraneous notes are separated well by the median of the overall
pitch distribution, this makes low-pitch audio tend to be re-
trieved more easily.
The results for SBDG and SBDL show that it is possible to align
a whole piece of audio music file with its symbolic equivalent
representation by using dynamic programming techniques that
had previously been shown effective for aligning symbolic se-
quences. However, the effectiveness is quite low, and as we shall
see in Section VI-B, using pitch classes is more appropriate.
B. Pitch Classes Approach
As reported in our other work [34], representing the notes
in both the transcribed audio and symbolic sequences as
pitch classes supports effective retrieval. To retrieve audio
files using their symbolic equivalent, the best approach is
to use the LCS score divided by the square of the natural
logarithm of the answer as the similarity measurement. Using
the same collection and query set as we use in this paper,
the MAP value was 0.826. The work also reports that using
only the first 100 symbols for each query ( ) with
supports highly effective retrieval (a MAP value
of 0.768 is achieved). The measure was tested with
. The results for
these values are reported in Suyoto et al. [34]. We use the
optimal value of in this paper.
However, users do not always know the first notes of a song.
Sometimes, they only remember a part in the middle or the
ending of the song. Considering this, we experiment further by
varying the song parts used in the queries. In particular, we use
the middle 100 notes ( ) and the last
100 notes ( ). Similarly to the previous experi-
ment, if a query is shorter than 100 symbols, it remains untrun-
cated. The mean precision at curves are shown in Fig. 10.
Table III shows the MAP values for those retrieval methods.
Using the first 100 notes is overall better than the ending 100
notes (paired -test, ) but not overall better than the
middle 100 notes (paired -test, ). There is no evidence
that using the middle 100 notes is overall better than the ending
100 notes (paired -test, ).
However, if we look at mean precision at 10, our statistical
tests reveal that varying the song parts for the queries does not
cause significant difference in effectiveness. Using a paired
-test, the value for all comparisons is greater than 0.05.
This shows that we cannot draw the conclusions that using the
beginning part of the songs as queries is consistently better than
using other parts of the songs. Therefore, the result of this new
Fig. 10. Mean precision at N (hP i) curves for SBDG, SBDL100, and
S (q ; a; 1:1) using the beginning, middle, and ending notes of the full query.
TABLE III
MAP VALUES FOR SBDG, SBDL100, AND S (q ; a; 1:1) USING THE
BEGINNING, MIDDLE, AND ENDING NOTES OF THE FULL QUERY.
THE BEST VALUE IS HIGHLIGHTED
approach reveals that users need not necessarily use the first
few notes of a song to form effective queries.
Recall that in Section V we mention that for BWV 1042, the
pieces in the collection are polyphonic whereas the queries as
monophonic. Generally, our method performs poorly for these.
There is an exception for using the middle part of BWV1042_AA,
which successfully retrieves a correct answer in the first rank po-
sition. However, this seems to be coincidental and generally, our
method fails for the monophonic cases. The retrieval effective-
ness may be improved by setting an appropriate window size.
This is still subject to further experimentations.
Compared to the results for the relative pitch methods
(Section VI-A), the results obtained from using pitch classes
show that this approach supports more effective retrieval. Fur-
ther, by using pitch classes, the burden on users can be lowered
since it is shown that performs more
effectively than SBDG. Significance tests on our data reveal
that using is significantly more effective than
using any of the relative pitch methods on overall, based on the
average precision values (paired -test, ). Two aspects
affect the superiority of : alignment algorithm and
representation. The relative pitch methods employ alignment
algorithms with penalties, while the pitch classes methods
employ the LCS algorithm, which is equivalent to both global
and local alignment with weightless penalties. The amount of
noise between matching symbols in the transcriptions is also a
key factor: since it is relatively high it lowers the effectiveness
of mismatch and insertion/deletion penalties. The same thing
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also happens when the noise removal and bass-part extraction
stages eliminate matching symbols. At the same time, the
amount of noise and eliminated matching symbols also causes
the relative pitch representation to be inaccurate.
Recall that across our query set, the average query length is
814.15 symbols. With query lengths of 100 (only one query in
our set is shorter than 100), i.e., only 12.3% of the average, ef-
fective retrieval is achievable. Therefore, our approach reduces
the burden on users when creating queries substantially.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper proposes and evaluates the feasibility of using
various approximate string matching approaches for retrieving
audio by using manually constructed queries. Our results show
the following.
• Effective retrieval of audio by using symbolic queries is
possible, with MAP of 77%.
• Truncated queries are as effective as full-length ones.
Moreover, they reduce the burden on users by allowing
them to issue short queries.
• Truncated queries are effective no matter whether they are
from the beginning, middle, or end of a piece.
• Representing notes as their pitch classes facilitates more
effective retrieval than using a relative pitch standardiza-
tion, because the former is not severely affected by the
noise in transcriptions.
We plan to explore this technique on larger collections to in-
vestigate its scalability. We also plan to explore indexing tech-
niques to increase the efficiency of retrieval. Once this is suc-
cessful, we will be able to construct a practical content-based
music retrieval system that accepts partial symbolic input such
as segments of musical scores. Another step that can be taken is
investigating the effectiveness of our approaches on transcrip-
tions of various accuracy levels.
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